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Aerial spraying rules stall in Salem

SALEM — Environmental advocates and some rural Oregonians appear likely to come up empty in their effort to get
major new state restrictions on aerial herbicide spraying.

Aerial spraying on private timberlands long has triggered health fears among rural residents, including some in Lane
County who live in the Mohawk Valley and near Triangle Lake.

Spraying critics had hoped that larger Democratic majorities in
both chambers of the Legislature this year and a high-profile
2013 incident in which several residences in Gold Beach were
mistakenly sprayed directly from a helicopter would bolster
chances for new restrictions. But Oregon’s timber industry has
proven a formidable adversary.

After several weeks of behind-the-scenes haggling, lawmakers
are moving an agreed-to package of policies that essentially
dodges three of the main changes sought by spray critics.

Lawmakers won’t back the creation of “no-spray” buffer zones
around homes and schools; won’t force the timber industry to
report the specific pesticides it is spraying; and won’t create an
improved spray-notification system for neighbors.

Instead, lawmakers propose:

More money, paid for by pesticide registration fees, to allow the state’s multiagency Pesticide Analytical and
Response Center to respond to and investigate sprays that drift off target and onto neighbors.

A state license program for helicopter operators who apply pesticides. Pilots would need at least 50 hours of
experience applying pesticides before they could get certified, and they would need to renew their licenses every five
years.

A toll-free hot line at the Department of Agriculture for reporting suspected misuse of pesticides.

Stiffer lower-level fines for sprayers who misapply a pesticide.

The package also would direct the Oregon Department of Forestry to study the issue of “no-spray” buffers.
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But crucially, the department, whatever its findings, would need
the Legislature’s approval to implement new buffers around
homes and schools, or to widen the current 60-foot buffer on
either side of a waterway that has fish or provides drinking water.

The notification debate

The industry says aerial spraying is crucial to knock back weeds
that otherwise would crowd out newly planted tree seedlings.
Logged tracts are so big that aerial spraying is the only feasible
way to apply herbicides, the industry says.

Lane County is one of the state’s most heavily sprayed counties.

More than 5,000 timber tracts of varying acreage are sprayed
aerially every year in Oregon, according to the state Department
of Forestry. Lane County ranked second among all Oregon counties for total number of tracts sprayed in 2013
and 2014, with 635 and 823 sprays respectively.

Timber interests argue that new restrictions aren’t necessary because they already follow federal herbicide
application rules. That means, for example, monitoring weather to minimize drift onto neighboring properties, which is
illegal.

Instead, the timber industry favored tougher punishments for sprayers who misapplied herbicides.

Rep. Brad Witt, a Clatskanie Democrat who ran a workgroup of House lawmakers and advocates who crafted the
package, said the policies that are moving forward “are the only ones that we could reach agreement on.”

Witt said the buffer study would give “more clarity” about whether they are needed.

“At every turn, we do have to look at this from a science-based perspective,” he said.

Witt added that fear of “sabotage” by environmental activists disrupting aerial sprays was the main reason he couldn’t
support improved notification for neighbors or additional reporting by timber companies on their pesticides.

“It was impossible for me to make a call on whose safety (neighboring property owners or people making the aerial
sprays) is more important,” he said.

Currently, timber companies must notify the Forestry Department at least 15 days before an aerial spray. But they
need not commit to an exact spray date, and they can spray any time over the subsequent 12 months.

The final proposal left environmental groups and some lawmakers frustrated.

Christy Splitt, a spokeswoman for the Oregon League of Conservation Voters, said the group is “disappointed that the
package doesn’t do more to protect human health.”

Lisa Arkin, executive director of Eugene-based advocacy group Beyond Toxics, said many of the industry’s arguments
are “unfounded and outrageous.”

“The public has been giving their voice on this issue for a year in support of modest protections,” she said. Lawmakers
“have given them nothing,” Arkin said.

Rep. Paul Holvey, a Eugene Democrat, described the package as “a bit weak.” It ignores “some pretty essential
elements in our state getting a handle on pesticide use,” he said.



The package provides few precautionary or preventative measures, Holvey added.

“How is (it) going to really protect people and our streams from pesticide exposure?” Holvey asked.

Proposal runs into “buzz saw”

But Rep. Brian Clem, a Salem Democrat who introduced several of the concepts in the package that’s set to move
forward, said the final bill “is a good mix of preventative measures and better response” to spray incidents.

“Part of the reason for the frustration for rural residents is that the state’s response (to potentially illegal sprays) was
poor,” Clem said. The package will ensure “better and faster investigations,” he added.

Scott Dahlman, executive director of Oregonians for Food and Shelter, which represents timber and pesticide
interests, said he was “pleased” with the package that is moving forward.

“These are very difficult issues to get through, and I think the good process has ensured we don’t end up with
legislation that’s unworkable,” he said.

“It’s already illegal to spray (pesticides) on someone else’s property,” Dahlman added. “We want these products to be
used safely.”

Others were frustrated with the mostly behind-closed-doors process in the Legislature.

John Burns, an assistant fire chief near Gold Beach whose property was sprayed repeatedly in the 2013 incident,
pointed out there were few opportunities for the public to testify before lawmakers on any of the aerial spraying bills.

The spraying opponents’ favored bill, Senate Bill 613, died Friday without a public hearing.

“There are so many people with bad experiences who wanted to weigh in on this,” Burns said. “But none of that was
listened to.”

Links between spraying and harm to human health may be difficult to prove, Burns said, but there have now been
multiple instances in Oregon where a group of neighbors all needed medical treatment at once after a nearby spray.

“That alone proves that there are problems,” he said. “There’s too many stories out there to say this isn’t a real issue.”

Sen. Chris Edwards, a Eugene Democrat who convened one workgroup of lawmakers and stakeholders on the issue,
said he was “pained” that a better compromise hadn’t been crafted. Many of the environmentalists’ concepts “hit a
buzz saw” of opposition, he said.

“There were fair arguments made by both sides,” he said. “My frustration is that at a minimum we didn’t get improved
standards around notification” of neighbors for upcoming sprays.

“But the (timber) industry had concerns about the logistics being too burdensome.”

Economic factors

Current law only requires that timber companies say they will spray a cleared lot at some point in a full-year window.
Tightening that is difficult, Dahlman said, because frequent weather changes make it difficult to predict when
acceptable spraying conditions will be present.

Timber interests also raised concerns about a concept, backed by some lawmakers, of creating a website that would
provide real-time updates on when spraying would occur just a few hours before it happened.

The industry said that approach would be too costly, lawmakers said, and that helicopter pilots often don’t have cell
service or Internet access on remote timberlands.



On the overall issue of aerial spraying, Edwards said lawmakers split more along rural-urban divides than along party
lines. Several Democrats from coastal areas joined Republicans in being reticent to back major new curbs on
spraying, he said.

“Urban legislators can only force so much environmental legislation on rural areas,” he said.

Asked about the influence of the timber industry — still a major contributor to political causes and candidates in
Oregon — in killing the more far-reaching proposals, Edwards said he didn’t think lawmakers “were afraid of that.”

“When you look at the employment bases in many rural areas, the timber industry ranks near the top,” he said. “Those
legislators care more about the millworkers in their districts than environmental activists.”

But Holvey said that it was “frustrating” that a handful of mostly coastal Democrats “were basically controlling these
environmental agendas.”

“They tend to listen to the Monsantos, and the Koch Brothers, and the timber and agricultural industries first, because
of economic concerns,” he said. “I certainly don’t want to hurt their economies, but I also want sustainable practices.”

Witt downplayed the possibility that any lawmakers were too beholden to the timber industry.

“The debate is simply over a tool, pesticides, and the manner in which it’s used,” he said.
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